
AI Platform to turn your process 
data into AM production scale.

 Company introductio
 Product description
 Engineer experience
 Benefits

Power your shop floor by using our 
next generation tools and take a 
step towards Factory Floor 
Revolution and Data-Driven 
Manufacturing Strategies. 



Poor visibility of production surroundings makes 
AM processes scaling up 

impossible.
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Handddle identified huge gaps in current AM processes: a lack of data collection in the entire production flow, but 
especially in the steps and events that occur during production. 

This, leads to a lack of process knowledge, real-time visibility and opportunities for optimizations to reduce costs 
and increase quality. 



Previously, no ex-situ process monitoring solution was developed to solve this problem. So we have developed a 
new generation of Industrial IoT to address Industrial Production scale challenges and bring AM processes to a 
new level of industrial quality and competitiveness. 

THE PROBLEM



Manufacturing flow analysis revolutionizes 
process quality and improves efficiency by 
at least 20%.

Handddle Lineware Platform transforms your shop floor data into actionable insights with AI powerful 
apps to meet certification goals.

Production environment understanding helps diagnose external disturbances. Real-time process 
quality analysisensures that the process is compliant. Designed for production managers and 
executives. 

THE SOLUTION
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Ex-situ process monitoring benefits.
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Deep knowledge of process insights 
through a combination of sensors to 
easily capture the highest quality data 
produced in your plant.

KEY BENEFITS

Real-time process quality analysis using 
our machine learning algorithms to 
improve process certification for highly 
regulated industries.

QUALITY AT SCALE

AM processes raised with actionable 
insights to produce constantly and reduce 
failures. 

STANDARDIZATION ACHIEVED

Analysis and flow-mapping on a live 
digital twin to intelligently optimize the 
entire process. 


FACTORY FLOWS OPTIMIZED

Understanding everything that happens in the factory will be the key to producing quality parts at scale 
with additive manufacturing. 

Where the manufacturing process can be affected by external disturbances, process monitoring records 
the entire manufacturing flows and conditions of how a part is built, which is especially useful in 
standardizing production and improving process certification for highly regulated industries.

LEARNING FACTORY SURROUNDINGS 



For manufacturing, production is everything. Get Quality and Productivity through Data-Driven 
Manufacturing Strategies, not evidenceor gut feelings.

Make faster and smarter decisions with 
data driven factories.
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HOW IT WORKS

Easily connect to any printers with Handddle Line.

CONNECT

AI and Machine Learning diagnose problems in real time and predict what will 
happen next. 

ANALYZE

Data visualization give powerful insights to your shop floor now and later. 

VISUALIZE

Alerts and notifications enable you to take immediate corrective actions.

TAKE ACTION



It is because we come from the field and we know 
the challenges of additive manufacturing production 
almost as well as you do, that we have created a 
solution that puts engineers at the center of our 
concerns. 



Even today, no one makes the user experience with 
their production tools more powerful every day like 
we do.



With our solution, we support the gradual increase 
in skills of the engineers of today and tomorrow.

ENGINEER EXPERIENCE
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Making Handddle 
Line easy to use.

Handddle intelligence makes asset data more 
accessible and meaningful to humans. We have 
also developed the platform in a responsive way 
so that it is accessible from any device, at any 
time. 

DISPLAY

Handddle’s Idustrial IoT is easily installed without 
the need to be an expert. You are autonomous in 
the decision, installation and extension of your 
tools.

AUTONOMOUS

Because we are not a surveillance tool, no video 
stream is uploaded to the platform. Only the 
results of the algorithms (on edge) are accessible 
to administrators and operators.

NO STREAMING

SUPPORT TEAM

Handddle has created a team of experts to 
respond quickly and effectively to questions from 
our users. These specialists canbe reached by 
pressing a button on the Platform or by calling or 
chatting with our support team.



From printers, material storage to post-processing tools, Handddle Line is an agnostic tool that 
can be installed in front of any equipment in your workflow.

Connect to any asset, is as simple as that.  Pre-trained industrial analytics models are here to 
ensure you quick result no matter your equipment. Machine learning algorithms take over to 
build tailored process understanding.



You can't touch your equipment for qualification, certification or warranty reasons, that's no 
problem for us.

Let’s connect your printers, MES or PLM tools for a better 
management of complexity and a reduction of disturbances to 
manufacture constantly with a system organized according to a 
real time network of communication. By coordinating all the 
resources of your factory by the most efficient way possible, this 
will bring you new productivity gains and optimization.

Using our data in your 
digital ecosystem?

Touchless equipment connectivity.
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THE HANDDDLE LINE ADVANTAGE

PROTOCOLS
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KEY FEATURES

INSTANT FACTORY VIEW

Allow anyone to have an immediate and 
real-time view of the production status.

Find in an instant all the useful information 
on the latest actions carried out on 
production.

OPERATOR INTERFACE

Enable operators to track real-time 
production environment data to ensure all 
conditions are in place to start production. 
Significantly reduce production failures 
with a Ready-to-Manufacturing score.

ALERTS

Handddle intelligence makes asset data 
more accessible and meaningful to humans. 
We have also developed the platform in a 
responsive way so that it is accessible from 
any device, at any time. 

KPI DASHBOARDS

Get deep visibility into your production 
processes with actionable insights. From 
downtime metric, compliance production 
rate, OEE or TEEP, see factory and machines 
metrics you need to empower jobs and meet 
quality and productivity goals. 
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DATA & DETECTIONS

Imagine watching every step of your 
production processes, we can automate it 
with Computer Vision :



 Human Action
 Production launch
 Production end
 Production failed
 Unusual Human Action
 And more…

Handddle has combined a suite of deep 
sensors allowing you to capture the highest 
quality data produced in your plant 

 Temperature (°C, °F)
 Humidity (%)
 Pollution / VOC (Ppm, N02)


Based on deep learnings and cloud data 
fusion, Lineware provides reliable data and 
insights to unlock real-time opportunities 
and what happens next.

Effectiveness and efficiency in collecting and 
analyzing process data.
Two levels of data intelligence are provided by Handddle to allow you to work with relevant information that 
meets your needs. This also allows a sustainable and secure approach in the exploitation of your 
production data. A first level locally with edge computing  and in the cloud with batch processing.

See algorithm results
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INDUSTRIAL AM IOT DEVICE

The world's first IoT Platform dedicated to 
the AM industry, powered by Computer 
Vision, Machine Learning  and real-time Data 
Acquisitions.


Dimensions
 170x150x312mm




Power supply and connectivity

 230V 50Hz
 100W
 Ethernet or Wi-Fi




Modular capacity

 From 1 to 2 machines per IoT



Weight

 2kg



Installation

 Pod stand or wall mount



Suit of sensor
 Digital data sensors (T° / HR / IC / PM / VOC)
 CMOS video sensor (movements, positions, flow)



Powered by :
 Nvidia embedded systems  
 Own computer vision algorithms 
 Cloud connected for real time communication 

between devices and cloud platform









*2 years minimum subscription, setup & delivery not included. 

Non-contract price.

650€/month/equipment*

AVAILABLE NOW



The company.

Founded by 3 software and manufacturing professionals with a passion for technology and innovation, eager to 
use their skills to solve one of the most important problems of the next industrial era. How can manufacturers 
be assured that their 3D printing production processes can print industrial compliance parts?



To adress this challenge, Handddle has been working for the past two years to develop a set of Industrial IoT and 
Microfactories technologies. Our industry-ready solution enables users to intelligently collect data and analyze 
workflows to assess process quality and predict the performance and industrial capabilities of a 3D production 
line.

Headquartered in Bordeaux, NA

Officies in Toulouse, OC

FRANCE

Bootstrapped, BNP, Région 
Nouvelle Aquitainte, Aquiti, 
Michelin Developpement

Thomas BOURGOIN 

CEO

Engineering - 

3D Printing Expert

Dylan TALEB 

COO

Business - 

Innovation program

Pierre MARIGO 

CTO

PhD - 

Machine learning & A.I

Start Up Trophée 

European AM conference - 
2021


7th best start up of the 
year

3D natives - 2021


Start Up Trophée Finalist

3D Print Show Paris -

2021


Innovation for production 
quality

Formnext - 2021
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PROFILE

AWARDSFOUNDING TEAM

CUSTOMERS WHO MUST BE NAMED

LOCATION FINANCIAL

OVERVIEW



HANDDDLE

CONTACT

Esplanade des Arts et Métiers

33400, TALENCE

FRANCE

Phone : +33 6 69 74 33 24

Email : contact@handddle.com



www.handddle.com
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